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Abstract
This report discusses the work undertaken, as well as the results achieved, for implementing a LIDAR
system for the AAReST Mission. This mission is the Autonomous Assembly and Reconfiguration of a
Space Telescope and involves components of a satellite disassembling from a core satellite and
reassembling in a new configuration. The LIDAR within this satellite will be used to determine the
range and pose during the reassembly.
This project involved analysing the currently proposed system and determining where improvements
could be made. The aspects selected for improvement were: increasing the accuracy of the outputted
range; increasing the frame rate; and including a low power mode of operation using the RGB camera
integrated into the chosen LIDAR, the DepthSense 325 from SoftKinetic. To accomplish this, two
algorithms were developed: one finding a target object in a depth map, and the other locating the range
to a target in an RGB frame.
Both algorithms were successfully implemented and analysis of the results showed that the target frame
rate was successfully achieved using either algorithm. Although the accuracy achieved in the depth
algorithm was within the desired range, the accuracy in the optical algorithm was lower than was
desirable for use in the AAReST mission.
Further steps were incorporated into the optical algorithm in order to find the pose of the target object.
The depth data is sensitive to orientation, and therefore these steps could not be incorporated into the
depth algorithm. This algorithm took the ratio of width to height the target in terms of pixels, and
compared this to values taken for a simulated model of the target. This allowed the orientation to be
found to the nearest 10°. However due to the symmetrical nature of the target, the orientation provided
indicates one of eight possible poses. Further work has been suggested for improving the accuracy of
this pose algorithm, as well as the accuracy of the optical algorithm.
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1.

Introduction

1.1. Background
This project is part of the AAReST mission, a joint mission between the University of Surrey, the
California Institute of Technology, and the Indian Institute of Space Science and Technology. AAReST
stands for Autonomous Assembly of a Reconfigurable Space Telescope, which is also a description of
the aim [1].
The AAReST mission is a proof of concept mission to show that a space telescope with a large,
segmented, primary mirror can be created from independent spacecraft all with their own, smaller
mirror [1]. This would overcome the current limitation of space mirrors: i.e. they must be smaller than
the launch vehicle.

Figure 1: How the Satellite will reconfigure itself in space [1]
The reconfiguration process of the satellite is shown in Figure 1. Within the satellite there are two
CubeSat based mirror-craft, with their own mirror. These will be independent spacecraft that can
separate from the deployed system and then reassemble themselves to create the final setup. Within
each of these there will be a LIDAR implementation, giving the distance information used in the
docking manoeuvre.
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1.2. Aims
In 2014 an MSc Student, did some initial work on this topic in his report “Demonstration of a Low Cost
C.O.T.S. Rendezvous Depth Sensor for Satellite Proximity Operations [2]”. That project researched
technology which had the potential to be used in the AAReST mission, using a commercial off-theshelf depth sensor, which was suitable to be used as a LIDAR. In that project, a LIDAR was selected
and some code created for use on a Raspberry Pi Model B [3]. Unfortunately, the chosen LIDAR, the
DepthSense 325, did not have a driver written for use with Linux [4]. This meant that a large amount
of time was spent developing one, and a combination of a 3rd party created driver [5] with some adjusted
algorithms was created. Due to time constraints and the failure of the LIDAR, the driver was left
incomplete and final testing could not be completed.
The principal aim of this project is to develop the LIDAR implementation, which will be used on the
AAReST Satellite. The objective of this system will be to determine the range and pose of the
constituent parts of the satellite as it assembles itself in Space. The LIDAR system designed within this
project is to be incorporated into the mirror craft and will be used to provide information about the
location of the other parts of the satellite during its assembly.

1.3. Objectives
The main objective of this project is therefore to implement a LIDAR system, to find the range and pose
of a nearby object. This will be used within the AAReST Mission and will build upon the previously
completed work and make improvements so that a functioning system can be built. The following
targets have been identified for improvements.

1.3.1. Improve Frame Rate of Original Design
This original system was running at up to 16 frames per second. This needs to be improved upon for
the final design and a target of at least 20 frames per second is desirable. This would benefit the LIDAR
system as changes in position will be quickly detected and manoeuvres can be implemented with a more
rapid response.

1.3.2. Ensure Functionality of System at Close Proximity
The original code could not interpret the data from the LIDAR at proximities less than 30 cm. This
information is essential for use in docking two satellites and the improved functionality will need to be
implemented in this project.
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1.3.3. Improve Accuracy of System
Tests will be made into the accuracy of the current algorithms in the driver to ensure that the output
value is close to the actual value. The accuracy will need to be accurate to ±10cm within a range of 1m.
This required accuracy varies with the range: At farther distances the required accuracy could be lower,
although an accurate reading is desirable.

1.3.4. Implement a Low-Power Mode
Power is a limited resource in space so it will be highly beneficial if the same functionality could be
obtained without use of the laser, which has high power consumption. A low power mode will therefore
be designed, which will utilise a separate mode of operation and will be implemented not using the laser
and use visual processing to determine the distance to the other object. This new mode needs to provide
the same level of accuracy as the regular mode, using the laser.

1.4. Constraints
The system must work using the Satellite’s On-Board Computer (OBC), which is Linux system based
on an ARM processor. The Raspberry Pi 3 [6] is a good representation of this compute module and all
testing is to be completed on a Raspberry Pi.
All electronics used must be appropriate for use in the environment of a low Earth orbit. Due to the
harsh environment in space, many electronic components will not work as expected. It is therefore
imperative that all electronics are deemed to be appropriate for use.

1.5. Report Overview
This project is to develop a system to gather information about the nearby range for the AAReST
satellite. The principal method of gathering the range data will be with the on-board LIDAR. However,
other methods using the RGB camera have also been researched and implemented, and the advantages
and disadvantages have been assessed.
The key to the success of this Project, therefore, primarily involves getting range and pose information
when using a LIDAR. LIDAR is sensor technology used to determine distance. It works by emitting
light and then reading the reflected signal. It is based on a similar principle to that of Radar, where a
radio wave is sent and the time taken for the signal to be reflected is dependent on its distance.
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While the principle of LIDAR is similar to Radar, it uses light of a considerably lower wavelength from
the infra-red, visible, or ultraviolet wavelengths. When dealing with the speed of light, the time taken
for the signal to be reflected cannot simply be measured. Instead a coherent signal is emitted and the
reflected signal is compared to find the phase difference
Many elements of this project were new and had to be researched. The first part of this report, therefore,
provides a literature review of the main areas of research including details of the AAReST mission, the
use of LIDARs, and visual systems.
The report then sets out in four sections the work completed to deliver the project objectives. Firstly,
Section 3 describes the analysis undertaken to tear-down the sensor to understand its constituent parts.
It also outlines the tests that were performed to assess the capabilities of the existing LIDAR and
algorithms developed in the earlier project [2]. It identifies where improvements are needed and
provides a description of why the DepthSense 325 camera was chosen as the preferred LIDAR.
Section 4 then provides a description of the development of the depth algorithm to obtain the range
information from a depth map and the testing undertaken. Test results show the algorithm to be accurate
at distances of up to 2.8m although limitations remain.
Section 5 provides a description of the development of the optical algorithm to obtain depth information
from an RGB image and the testing of the optical algorithm. The test results show the algorithm to be
generally accurate in identifying direction and range, although further improvements are required.
Finally, Section 6 describes the method used to identify the pose of the target and the testing of the
accuracy of this approach.
Overall the project has made substantial progress and the conclusions provide a comparison of the test
results against the project objectives and sets out suggested next steps for further improvements.
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2. Literature Review
The following sections discuss the many topics within this project were new and had to be researched.
These include LIDARs and their use within the space industry; the AAReST mission and work done
previously to contribute towards this mission; the workings of the chosen LIDAR, the DepthSense 325,
and how optical searches can be used to obtain range and pose of an object.
To do this a review of the literature concerning these topics was undertaken. There have been a number
of papers written at the University of Surrey which have provided further understanding of the AAReST
mission. However, for the other topics, papers written from various institutions have been researched
to help fully understand the topics.

2.1. AAReST Mission
The goals of the AAReST mission are to autonomously assemble and reconfigure a space telescope
based on multiple mirror elements and show that it is capable of taking images of higher quality than
that of the constituent mirrors. To accomplish this, it was decided that the satellite would be split into
multiple parts: a core-sat and two mirror-craft.
Due to the size constraint of launching a satellite, the constituent parts of the satellite are bundled
together. Once in orbit, the first stage of the mission will involve deploying the camera module of the
core-sat and the deployable boom to create a space telescope. In a later stage of the mission the two
mirror-crafts will be deployed from the core-sat and will then autonomously reassemble onto the coresat. The produced assembly will then modify the properties of the telescope, changing the mode of
operation from compact to wide [7].
A lot of work has already been accomplished contributing towards this mission: research has been
undertaken on the docking and rendezvous system, which is a key element of the mission [8]. This
however has also revealed some problems with the system, and further research is ongoing.
Work has been undertaken to develop the OBC, showing how the processing can be accomplished using
two Raspberry Pis and how this could fit into the constraints of the satellite being used [9].
Some research has also been completed on the different techniques that could be used to determine the
range and pose of the satellites. Commercial technologies exist that allow this to be achieved optically
[10] or with the use of depth sensors such as a LIDAR [2]. The LIDAR used within this mission is to
be implemented on the mirror-crafts, and will be used for the reconfiguration of the space telescope
after the launched satellite bundle disassembles itself.
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2.2. LIDAR
Before looking into how LIDAR technology can be used for the AAReST mission it was useful to
understand the topic, researching different uses of LIDARs, both commercially and in research
applications, with a focus on their use within spacecraft and in other missions.
Commercially available depth sensors are becoming increasingly used in entertainment systems. For
example, in 2010 Microsoft released the Kinect [11], which uses depth sensing technologies for gesture
recognition. Recent Virtual Reality systems also use LIDAR depth sensing: devices such as the Oculus
Rift and the HTC Vive use such techniques for developing a 3D image of the area in use.
LIDAR technologies have also been used to develop autonomous vehicles [12]. GPS maps were not
accurate enough for use in these vehicles as they only provide a 2D representation of roads, while a 3D
representation is needed. LIDAR scanners have been used to create 3D maps of the roads, which are
then installed in the vehicles rather than normal GPS maps.
LIDAR technologies have also been used scientifically, for example, their use within planetary
observation looking at both the surface of planets and the atmospheric composition. Within the
CALIPSO satellite, LIDAR technologies have been used to gather information about the distribution of
different aerosols within the troposphere [13]. This technology has also been used to observe the Earth’s
surface, for example, it has been used to gather information about the volume of forests [14].
On board the International Space Station is the Cloud Aerosol Transport System[15]. It is used,
similarly to the CALIPSO satellite, to monitor Earth’s atmosphere, using LIDAR technology to create
vertical profiles of clouds. This system required the LiDAR to operate at 4-5 kHz and output at
1064 nm, 532 nm and 355 nm [16]. A system such as this is not appropriate for use within the AAReST
mission. The dimensions are too large, the diameter of the camera, measured at 60 cm, is larger than
the AAReST satellite and the cost and power usage of such a device are outside the scope of the mission.
This is due to the different functionality of the LIDAR required in the scope of the ARReST mission,
finding the range, and pose of nearby objects, within a few meters [7]. Therefore, commercial off the
shelf products are more suitable.
The potential to use LIDAR with the AAReST mission has previously been assessed. Different
commercial LIDAR sensors [2] were compared and it was found that the DepthSense 325 sensor,
created by SoftKinetic, would be appropriate for use within this mission. At the time, no driver was
available for use on a Linux based ARM Architecture system so one had to be developed. From this, a
simple algorithm was made to find the range and pose of a satellite. However, a fault developed within
the device and it was found that the product was no longer being manufactured and so a replacement
could not be sourced.
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2.2.1. DepthSense 325
Research, therefore, had to be completed to find a new LIDAR sensor for use within this mission. It
was discovered that the previously used sensor was again available, rebranded as the DepthSense525.
The rebranded product is the original product with the addition of a tripod stand [17]. Therefore, the
sensor is referred to as DepthSense 325 within this report. The DepthSense 325 had previously been
compared to another commercially available LIDAR, the Microsoft Kinect. Many advantages for using
the DepthSense 325 were found [2]:
•

The mass and volume are suitable for use within the CubeSat.

•

The range is within the expected separation of the different objects

•

It uses less power

Previous research into the accuracy of this sensor has shown it to be accurate at up to 3m [18]. However,
when research into the suitability of this sensor for the AAReST mission was originally undertaken, the
lack of Linux ARM Driver was a problem and improvements had to be made to an OpenNI driver for
the camera [5], as this was found to be inaccurate. Recently it was found that SoftKinetic have made a
Software Developer’s Kit (SDK) for this device on a Linux ARM architecture which could be tested.
One advantage of this sensor is the inbuilt RGB camera as well as the depth sensor, which can be used
separately to find the range and pose optically and could be used to develop a low power mode, an
objective of this project.

2.3. Vision Systems
Due to lack of experience with vision systems, it was imperative to understand different ways to
determine the range and pose using an RGB camera. It is possible to find the range and pose of an object
optically when the dimensions of the target are known, as will be the case within the context of this
mission.
The range to the target can be calculated as the ratio of the size of the target, measured in pixels, is
relative to the physical size of the object [19]. Once the target is located within the frame, the number
of pixels in both the X and Y directions can be calculated and then the size of the target can be calculated
as described in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: How to determine the height of an object optically [19]
When a satellite is orbiting Earth, there are no background items, besides the Earth, so the target object
should be recognisable within the camera’s field of view [20].
One technique to find the pose of the target is to use a line model of the target. Once the edges are
detected, an estimation can be obtained of how closely these edges match the lines of the model. The
model can be rotated and a least squares line matching algorithm can be used to find the current
orientation of the target.
Research has previously been completed into the possibility of using an optical approach to find the
range and pose of the target satellite within the AAReST mission [10]. This research has shown how
different visual techniques could be implemented. These have been tested using a LED glyph as the
target and have been tested by using a commercial webcam and by changing the target to different
rotations and translations. For these techniques to be utilised on the AAReST mission they will need to
be tested using the RGB camera on the DepthSense 325 with the LED glyphs.
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3. System Analysis
The following Section sets out the various steps in the investigation to understand the constituent parts
of the LIDAR for use within the AAReST mission. The main steps in the investigation were:
1. Teardown of the DepthSense 325 to understand its constituent parts;
2. Analysis of the current LIDAR system performance and assessment of the accuracy of the
original algorithm.
3. Analysis of the accuracy and performance of SDK created by SoftKinetic

3.1. DS325 Teardown
It is important to understand the constituent parts of the sensor before it is used in the final design. In
order to find out more about the DepthSense 325, a previously used camera, which had developed a
fault when used in a previous project, was disassembled. It was found that the sensor consists of two
double sided PCBs.
Within the space environment many hazards are present which hinder the functionality of some
electronic systems. It is, therefore, important to try to understand the different subsystems. From the
device data sheet, it is known that this LIDAR sensor also contains hardware for recording audio data
[4]. This sub-system will be unused in this project, and therefore should be removed. This analysis will
locate the hardware for this functionality so that it can be removed. Possible mounting points are also
being examined, as these will be essential for implementing this design into the final satellite.

Figure 3: Side 1 of the first PCB in the LIDAR
The first side of the PCB, as shown in Figure 3, consists of the USB connection, the FPGA controller,
and flash memory. However, many of the Integrated Circuit (IC) labels do not give enough information
for all the components to be identified.
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Figure 4: The reverse of the first PCB within the LIDAR
The reverse side of the PCB, shown in Figure 4, contains both the RGB and Depth lenses, as well as a
Time of Flight ADC chipset and a power management IC. There is also a connector which sends and
receives data to and from the other PCB.

Figure 5: The first side of the second PCB within the LIDAR
The first side of the second PCB contains circuitry for controlling the laser as well as the photo diode.
The laser is a crucial subsystem to the functionality of the LIDAR; however, the LED is not crucial. In
normal operation, this is used as indication to show the camera is in operation, however this is not
needed, for use on board a satellite. This circuitry could therefore be removed for operation within this
mission.

Figure 6: The reverse of the second PCB within the LIDAR
The reverse of the second PCB contains the photodiode and the laser. As previously stated, the
photodiode is not necessary to the operation of the sensor and can be removed. Also located on this
PCB are two microphones and circuitry to control them, these can be removed for use within a satellite.
These are both located on the right of the PCB in Figure 6, connected to the microphones by external
wires.
Both PCBs already contain mounting points which can be used for integrating the LIDAR system onto
the spacecraft.
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3.2. Analysis of Previous LIDAR System
As a first step, it was imperative to assess the current LIDAR system’s performance. To do this the
previously written driver was installed onto a Raspberry Pi 3, a device with similar characteristics to
that of the OBC of the satellite. This is an upgrade from the previous test system, which used a
Raspberry Pi Model B, and it was useful to compare the performance of this system to that which had
been measured using the older controller.

Figure 7: The previously measured output of the driver [2]

The results from the previous work are shown in Figure 7. These results found that there were problems
with the distance measured by the driver:
•

Distances closer than 30 cm could not be measured.

•

At certain distances the output measurement was inaccurate. For example, the data in Figure 7
shows a large variation of results for the tests completed at 600 mm.

The first tests undertaken on the system were to replicate the tests that had previously been carried out
and compare the results to those which had been previously recorded.

3.2.1. Original Algorithm Accuracy Test
The initial tests involved moving an object farther from the LIDAR in a straight line, at intervals of
10cm, along a Table from 10 cm to 180 cm. The centre value of the output depth-map was then recorded
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in a file. Many readings were taken at each distance to ensure that a good representation of the output
values was recorded. This test mimics the tests which had been previously been carried out, on the old
system. The results of these new tests were plotted in MATLAB. They are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7: The distance output from the previous LIDAR driver
For some measurements, it was observed that there was a considerable amount of variation, for example
the reading at 800 mm ranged from 161mm to 528 mm and the readings below 80cm overlap. This
indicates that a reading indicates one of multiple different distances which is far from ideal. However,
the data above 900 mm is reliable and each reading’s output is separate to other readings although the
data appears to be offset.

3.2.2. Closer Interval Tests:
Another test was setup in the same way, however the distance interval was reduced to 5 cm and it was
only tested up to a distance of 100 cm. Above this distance the driver had been observed to follow the
correct trend. The results are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8: Closer interval tests from 20cm to 1m

From these results, a similar inaccuracy was observed in the range of 40cm to 70cm. This graph was
compared to that which had been previously been measured for this device, as shown in Figure 7, and
a similar trend can be found. However, the accuracy of the outputted result appears to have diminished,
as shown by the wider range of results in Figure 9.

3.2.3. Further Tests
To further analyse the system, a model of the AAReST satellite was created. This was of a similar size
to the satellite and foil coated the surface giving it a metallic appearance, similar to that of the satellite.
A script was written to save the output distance of each point in a frame, the raw data used to find this
distance value, screenshots of both the target optically, and a depth map of the frame.
A test setup was devised in which the model was elevated using a crane located within the testing
laboratory. This ensured that the Table did not interfere with the results, as it would be within the range
of the LIDAR. For this to work, the Raspberry Pi was set up as a Wi-Fi hotspot [21]. This meant that it
could be controlled over the network using VNC [22], and there was no need to use external peripherals
such as a monitor or a keyboard. Figure 10 shows a photo of the test setup as described.
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Figure 9: The test setup
These tests were run with the model moving farther from the sensor at close intervals between 10cm
and 1 m and then at longer intervals from 1m to 3 m.

Figure 10: The output of the previous driver
The results for these tests, as shown in Figure 11, showed a noisy output, compared to what had
previously been found. The difference is believed to be caused by the coating of foil to the target, which
will change its specular properties as well as the angle to the target. It was decided to analyse the raw
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data, which was also saved during these tests to try to understand why the output showed so much noise
and variation.
However, while researching how to combine the constituent values of the raw data to determine the
distance, it was found that SoftKinetic had released their own SDK to control the DepthSense325 for
Linux on an ARM architecture device. If this driver is sufficiently accurate it would save time, which
would otherwise have been spent trying to improve the current driver.

3.3. Analysing DepthSense SDK
Previous analysis on the DepthSense325 found that there was no driver available for use on a Linux
device with an Arm based architecture. On SoftKinetic’s website there are two versions of the SDK
available to download: one for use with Windows and one for Linux. However, the Linux version was
only for use on an i386 or amd64 architecture. Hence, it was believed that there was no driver available.
When researching information about the device, it was found that one had been developed, albeit only
available on request.
This driver, version 1.5.0.1637, was obtained and installed on the Raspberry Pi 3 so that it could be
analysed and compared to the previous results. The sample code, which is premade with the driver, was
not adequate for use within this project, because it was found that the full depth map could not be output.
After stopping the program, it held its control of the camera and data from the other driver could not be
obtained. Some C++ code had to be written that used the functions available in this SDK in order to
save the desired data. To do this, research was done to find example code for using this device. An
example was found on SoftKinetic’s forums [23]. This was used as a base for subsequent code
development.
The obtained example contained simple code for reading both the RGB data and the depth data, and
showed how to configure different functionalities. However, it was not designed for use on an ARM
architecture device so alterations had to be made before it would work. The full code to take the frames
can be found in Appendix D, this also includes modifications described in later sections of this report.
This code was added to the script used for gathering data from the other driver and data from both
drivers was saved.

3.3.1. Results
The data from the DepthSense SDK was then analysed in MATLAB. The tests had been setup so that
the centre of the depth frame should be in line with the target. Thus, the central value was taken at each
distance and then plotted against the measured value.
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Figure 11: The output from the DepthSense SDK
This data, shown in Figure 12, displays an accurate output with little variation from the measured value.
However, the data above 1m was not plotted, due to the target being small and no longer covering the
central value. If, instead of looking at the central value, the central 100 values are monitored, the
following plot, Figure 13, is produced.

Figure 12: A wider field of view from the DepthSense SDK
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This shows a more complete set of results, with data at most tested distances between 10 cm and 2.6 m,
however there is a significant range to the results, due to the data covering a larger area of the target.
When comparing these results to those presented in Section 3.2. an improvement is observed. A smaller
range of readings is produced for each measurement and data has been shown to be accurate at close
distances from 10 cm. It is significantly better than the noisy results, which were produced from the
same test procedure.

3.3.2. Rotating Target and Orientation
It is important to test how the sensor functions in different conditions. One condition which was tested
was the orientation of the target as throughout the manoeuvre the satellite could be at varying
orientations. It is known that the angle of a surface affects its reflection so it is highly probable that the
orientation of the model will affect the signal read back by the LIDAR.
To test this, the target is rotated while data is being read from the LIDAR, and multiple frames were
then saved. This meant that each frame would show a different orientation of the target.
To analyse the data from the LIDAR each depth frame is displayed as an image. This shows where the
signal has been reflected from. For example, this analysis is performed on a test where the target is at
the following orientation.

Figure 13: Test image used for comparison
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There are two visible faces on the target shown in Figure 14. However, when the depth data is produced,
only one face is visible. This depth map for this test image is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 14: Reflected depth data for test image
From the image displayed in Figure 15, it can be seen that the face of the model which is more plane to
the camera has appeared well, although there is missing data. However, the more angled face has not
reflected any light to the camera.
At angles where all the visible faces are angled away from the sensor, an image is produced where the
target is mostly invisible, as shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 15: The deterioration of the depth data caused by a change in orientation
As long as data is present it will be possible to find the distance to a target. However, the aim of this
project is to develop a system which outputs the distance and the pose of a target. It is not possible to
determine the pose from a mostly invisible object. Therefore, it is imperative to use not only the depth
value, but also how the target appears optically using the RGB camera built into the sensor. The
orientation of the target does not affect the quantity of the received optical data.

3.3.3. Dark Tests
In space, there are vastly varying light conditions. The target can be in direct sunlight or eclipsed by the
Earth or another object, and therefore in darkness. It is therefore essential to test the system in dark
conditions as well as the light conditions it is normally tested in. While the lack of light is not expected
to affect the depth data, it would be expected to have a large effect on the optical data being recorded.
In order assess the impact of darkness, tests were conducted in the evening, which reduced the light
from outside and meant that no one would be disturbed from their work while the tests were in progress,
with all the lights switched off. Although there was still some light coming in to the lab at the time,
these tests nevertheless tested the sensor’s capabilities in a very dark environment.

3.3.4. Results
As expected, the darkness has no effect on the depth data but had a large effect on the optical data. An
example of the optical data is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 16: The optical image obtained during tests in the dark
It is evident from Figure 17 that the target would be virtually indistinguishable from its surroundings.
However, the depth data for this image is produced, as shown in Figure 18:

Figure 17: The depth map gathered during a test in the dark
It is evident that it is still possible to gather information pertaining to the distance of the object, although,
it still has problems caused by the orientation of the target.
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3.3.5. Frame Rate
Tests were carried out to ascertain the frame rate output from the sensor to provide an understanding of
the possible rate to be implemented in the final algorithm. C++ code was written to run for a specified
number of frames and count the time taken in seconds for it to be completed. This code is included in
Appendix D.
Table 1: The frame rate of the optical image at two different resolutions
Frames

Time (s)

Frame Rate (frames
per second)

Low-Resolution

Print to screen

21

43

0.488372

(120x160)

Print to file

21

290

0.0724

No print

2000

67

29.8657

High-Resolution

Print to screen

21

734

0.0286104

(480x640)

Print to file

21

4947

0.004245

No print

201

34

5.91176

In Table 1, the results for the optical data are shown. These tests were performed using two possible
levels of resolution within the LIDAR. At the lower resolution, a framerate of around 30 frames per
second was achieved, when the data is not being printed. This indicates that a target of 25 frames per
second should be obtainable with the algorithm created for optical data, which is greater than the target
of over 20 frames per second within the objectives of this assignment. However, at higher resolution,
tests showed a far lower frame rate of six frames per second. This is due to there being many more
pixels in each frame. This frame rate is lower than the target value set out in the objectives of this
project. Due to this, and as it takes approximately four minutes to save a high-resolution image to a file,
it was decided to use low-resolution images for subsequent developments.
Table 2: The frame rate of the depth image
Frames

Seconds

Frame Rate (frames
per second)

Print to screen

20

86

0.232558

Print to file

20

103

0.194

No print

2000

41

48.4783

Table 2 shows the results for the depth data analysis. It was found that this data can be available at a
high frame rate, of just under 48 frames per second. This indicates that a high frame rate will be
achievable when creating an algorithm for analysing the depth frame. Previous testing of the current
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driver showed a rate of up to 20 frames per second, while no data is being saved or printed to the
terminal [2].

3.3.6. Power
The power consumption of the DepthSense325 was measured by using an ammeter between the
Raspberry Pi and the attached LIDAR. This was tested in two conditions: Producing depth data (using
the laser) and producing RGB, optical data (not using the laser). From the current reading the power
can be calculated with the knowledge that the device is powered using the 5V line of a USB connection.
Table 3: The power consumption of the DepthSense325
Operation

Current (A)

Power (W)

Depth

0.45

2.25

RGB

0.14

0.70

The results for the power analysis tests are shown in Table 3. From these it is observed that without the
use of the laser, power consumption is a third of that using the laser. Hence, using the optical data is
appropriate for development of a low-power mode.

3.4. Summary
This Section has described the results of various tests. From analysis of the current state of the original
custom made driver as well as using the SDK created by SoftKinetic, it was found that the original
driver needed its data filtering in order for it to be used however the data from SoftKinetic’s SDK is
more useful:
•

Data below 30 cm can now be accurately determined.

•

Data between 10cm and 1m is accurate to within ±10 cm of the measured distance.

Due to this, it would be suitable for use within this system.
However, a number of issues were revealed. It was found that the accuracy of the depth data was highly
dependent upon the orientation of the target. If a face is angled away from the sensor, that face would
be invisible to the sensor due to the lack of reflected light from the laser. There would therefore be some
orientations of the satellite which could render it nearly invisible. However, the orientation does not
affect the optical data being read. In order to achieve accurate pose readings, the optical data must
therefore be used. It was found however that the optical readings were subject to the light conditions.
If the satellite was in the dark, the satellite becomes invisible compared to its environment. In these
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conditions the depth data is still present, albeit depending on the orientation of the target, the pose value
may be unobtainable.
It has been found that the data is available at a high enough rate, for using both the depth data and
optical data at a low resolution. These rates were measured at approximately 50 frames per second and
30 frames per second. These are good rates for developing algorithms which will have a greater rate
than 20 frames per second as specified in the objectives in Section 1.3. However, optical data at a high
resolution, is available at a lower rate and therefore the development of the driver, focused on the lower
resolution images.
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4. Depth Algorithm
The following Section discusses the process to create an algorithm to obtain the range information from
a depth map. This algorithm is then analysed, to determine any limitations as well as to assess its
performance.

4.1. Aim of Algorithm
An aim of this algorithm is to take a frame of depth data, which contains the target, and to find the range
and pose of the target. It is imperative that this information is available in real time so that manoeuvres
to correct positioning can be made when needed. This range and pose information is then given to the
OBC, which will convert this information to a command about how the satellite needs to move.

4.2. Description of Previously Used Algorithm
An algorithm had been previously developed to gather information about the range of a nearby target.
This takes the mean X and Y location of all the points on the object and then determines the range to
that point [2]. This is a relatively basic algorithm and although it is effective at finding the distance to
the centre of the target, it cannot be used to find the orientation of the target. Thus, it was decided to
design and implement a new algorithm.

4.3. Design Process
To design this algorithm, as well the other algorithms described in Sections 5 and 6 of this report,
MATLAB was used on a Windows PC. This allowed the data to be easily visualised which aided the
development process. Once the algorithm was created it was converted to C++ for use on the Raspberry
Pi controller, this was achieved with the use of the MATLAB coder [24].
The development of the algorithm started with the same process as was used in the analysis of the SDK:
i.e. displaying the depth data frame as an image, showing from where the data was reflected. However,
it was decided to convert this data to a binary mask where a true value in the frame was set if the data
was above 0 and below 10m. This created the image shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 18: Binary mask of depth data
To a human, it would be a trivial task to understand which of these pixels are part of the target and then
to find the position of the centre of the target. There is added difficulty in this task for a computer. To
implement this within code, it was decided to find the top, bottom, left and right true values. To find
the left most true pixel, for example, a loop was setup, going from 0 to 319 (the horizontal resolution
of the image) searching each column for a true value. When this loop reaches a column containing a
true value, the loop iteration indicated the value of the left most X position and then the loop would
end. For the right most position the loop went down from 319 to 0. A similar system was used with
rows, rather than columns for the Y top and bottom positions.
The centre position could then be found by subtracting the top position from the bottom position and
the left position from the right position. The range at the centre position was then found by reading the
data from the original position located in this position. On some images, the data in the centre of the
target had not actually been output due to the angle of the target. This is shown in the Figure 19, there
are gaps within the visible face. To counter for this, a check was put in, where if the centre pixel gave
a value of 0, the closest value greater than zero was taken as the range to the centre.
However, in Figure 19, data which is not part of the target has been included as a true value in the binary
mask and could therefore interfere with the position value, and hence the distance value would be being
read from the wrong point. Therefore, two processes were also written: erode and dilate. These were
used to filter out some of the other signals. They functionality is explained as follows:
Erode: This is a process which goes through each pixel in the binary mask. It checks adjacent the pixels.
If any of these pixels are false, then the queried pixel in the binary mask will become false. This will
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remove small unwanted true Sections, such as those present in Figure 19. However, this will also
remove a layer from the bigger true areas, such as the target image.
Dilate: Similarly to the erode process, this process checks the pixels surrounding every pixel and if any
of the surrounding pixels are true, then the queried pixel becomes true. This process is necessary to
ensure that the size of the target image does not change. For every erode iteration that is used on the
binary mask, a dilate is also used.
If too many of these processes are used it can change the shape of the target image can be altered,
however when used in small numbers, they can remove unwanted values. The erosion and dilation
processes have been applied to the binary mask, shown in Figure 19 and the results are shown in Figure
20.

Figure 19: Filtered binary mask
There are no longer any extra true pixels, which are not part of the target model, so the centre can more
accurately found. However due to the orientation of the target, errors are still present. This is further
analysed in Section 4.4.2.
After having found the height and width of the target in pixels, an estimation of the pose can be made
by looking at the ratio of height to width. This is achieved by comparing the dimensions in terms of
pixels to the known dimensions of the target.
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4.4. Difficulties
The following Section outlines some of the difficulties encountered with developing this algorithm.
These include the differences caused by the difference between the development environment and the
application environment, as well as the limitations of the data.

4.4.1. Interfering Objects
A problem that was encountered when designing this algorithm, was the presence of other objects. If
another object appears in the binary mask, the centre value of the target will not be correct, and ergo
the range value will be incorrect as the output value will be from the wrong position. Small true values
can be filtered out by using the erosion process as described in Section 4.3. However, testing in the lab
showed other objects being detected. For example, the following binary mask, Figure 21, is the output
after the erosion filter:

Figure 20: Binary mask with interference from a lab object
True values are still present at the bottom of the image, this offsets the centre of the target to be lower
than the true value. These values, could be removed by using many erosion iterations on the image.
However, this caused large delays in the algorithm as well as causing disfigurement of the target in the
image. This is highlighted in Figure 21, as due to its orientation, it is not one connected shape, it is
formed of smaller shapes, which are sensitive to erosion.
This however, should not affect the system, if used in a space environment. There should not be other
large objects within the field of view of the LIDAR system. There would not, therefore, be large groups
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of true values, other than those portraying the target. Albeit, this will affect tests verifying the accuracy
of the algorithm.

4.4.2. Orientation
Another problem encountered while developing this algorithm, was the effect of the orientation of the
target. As was discovered when analysing the data from the sensor, if a face is angled away from the
sensor, that face appears to be almost invisible when using the depth data. This caused problems when
trying to find the centre of the target; if some of a face is not visible, it will affect the reading of the
highest and lowest values in each direction. Therefore, the centre point of the target will not be as
expected, and then the depth value will be to the wrong point. For example, when finding the central
point of the example image, shown in Figure 22.

Figure 21: The difficulty in finding the centre of the target
There is a missing face to the right of the displayed target, thus, the calculated location of the centre of
the target will be offset to the left. This behaviour has been illustrated in Figure 22.
Another problem caused by the missing data, due to the orientation of the target, is that the orientation
of the target becomes impossible to determine. This had previously been calculated by calculating the
ratio of the difference in X and Y sizes. If the target is angled away from the sensor, the X and Y sizes
no longer match the shape of the actual target. Due to this, it had been decided to remove this calculation
from the algorithm.
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4.5. Analysis of Algorithm and Limitations
In order to analyse the results of the depth algorithm, the algorithm was converted to C++, and then
further tests were undertaken, testing its accuracy at different distances and positions relative to the
location of the sensor. The same test setup, which had been used to analyse the data from the SDK and
the original driver, was used. The saved data now included the output of the algorithm.
The target is suspended using the crane in the lab, and moved to different distances from the sensor. In
these tests, however, to verify the algorithms ability to find the location of the target, the angle of the
sensor relative to the target was altered. The output of the algorithm was saved, as well the depth frame
used to find the distance.

4.5.1. Distance Checking
After having completed the tests, the saved data was analysed in MATLAB. The first analysis was to
verify the accuracy of the distance value output from the algorithm. A plot of this data, and how it
compares to the measured value is shown in Figure 23.

Figure 22: The distance value outputted by the algorithm
As can be seen in Figure 23, below 1m, the result is shown to closely follow the measured value. At
most distances the range is within ± 10 cm of the measured value. As the distance increased, however,
the result tends to move farther from the measured value. It appears that the range of the results at each
distance increase to up 50cm, and the result is offset from the measured value. This error should be
acceptable within the scope of the AAReST mission as the desired accuracy is only required close to
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the sensor, as this will be used primarily for docking manoeuvres. The range of this algorithm is from
10cm to 2.8m. The output of the measurements above 2.8m resets to 10cm. This is due to the limit of
the data from SoftKinetic’s driver of 10cm-3m and the offset of the readings, compared to the measured
data.

4.5.2. Location Checking
To check the location output by the algorithm, tests were carried out altering the vertical and horizontal
angle of the sensor relative to the target. The location value has also been measured by visual inspection
for a series of test images, the output of this is shown in Figure 24.

Figure 23: The direction output from the depth algorithm
The results of these tests show the results of the location output to follow a shallower trend to that of
the measured value. This is caused by the difference between the RGB lens and the depth lens. The
depth lens has a wider field of view, and therefore the location measured on the test images is offset
from the value output from this algorithm,

4.5.3. Effect of Orientation
Tests were undertaken on the target while it was rotating at different distances. Depending on the
orientation of the target, the distance to the sensor will change it is therefore expected that there will be
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a greater range on the output of the algorithm, as the actual distance will vary from the measured
distance.

Figure 24: The error caused by the orientation at different distances
Figure 25 shows the how the error caused by the changing orientation increases with distance. From
these results, it has been found that data is still available at close distances of under 1m. However, at
farther ranges, data is more commonly lost due to the orientation.

4.5.4. Frame Rate
The frame rate was again measured by using the code previously written, however the algorithm was
analysing the produced frames. This was analysed under different conditions: printing the data to the
terminal, printing the data to a file and not printing the data.
Table 4: The frame rate of the depth algorithm
Frames

Time (s)

Frame Rate

Print to screen

200

10

20

Print to file

200

7

28.5714

No print

2000

46

43.47

From the results in Table 4. It is evident that the data is available at far greater rate when compared to
the rate of the previously written algorithm which had a rate of 16 frames per second [2]. This value is
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close to the rate at which the depth frames are available from the sensor, i.e. 48 frames as shown in
Table 2. Therefore, it is evident that the algorithm used is well-optimised as there is little additional
delay when its functionality is included into the system.

4.6. Summary
The depth algorithm is described in Figure 26:

Figure 25: Flow diagram of the depth algorithm
An algorithm has been created where the depth frame is converted to a binary image, showing the
location of reflected values. This image is then filtered, using an Erosion and a Dilation process to
remove outlying true areas. From this the position of the maximum and minimum values in each axis
are found. From these positions the centre value can be located. The depth value for the target, is then
taken as the closest value to the centre, which is not zero.
This algorithm has been shown to accurately calculate the distance to a target up to 2.8 m away with
increasing accuracy as the target becomes closer to the sensor, and can produce data at a rate of over 40
frames per second. However, there are limitations to this algorithm. The depth map of the target object
is sensitive to the orientation of the target, and therefore an estimation of the pose of the target, cannot
be calculated.
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5. Optical Algorithm
The following Section discusses the processes behind the design and development of an algorithm to
obtain range information optically i.e. from RGB images from a camera. The development process was
completed using MATLAB and the algorithm is then converted to C++. This algorithm is then analysed,
in a manner similar to that of the depth algorithm, described in Section 4, to find its limitations and test
its functionality.

5.1. Purpose of Algorithm
Similar to the depth algorithm, the purpose of the optical algorithm is to identify the range and the pose
of a target object. However, the input to this algorithm will be an RGB frame rather than a depth frame.
The limitations of only using the depth data to ascertain the orientation of the target object has already
been shown, however another benefit of using an optical algorithm is the lower power usage. The optical
data can be obtained without turning on the laser on the LIDAR, which will therefore use less power,
as shown in Section 3.3.6. Power is a limited resource on a satellite and having the option of using a
low power mode will be of great benefit.

5.2. Design Process
The overall approach is to capture an optical image and match the image, through analysis of the pixels,
to a target of known dimensions, and thereby find the distance to that object. The first step is to find the
dimensions of the object in terms of pixels. To do this, it was decided to make a binary mask, showing
the position of the target.

5.2.1. Edge Detection
The first technique used to find the target in an RGB image was an edge detection algorithm. This was
done by performing a Sobel operation on the image [25]. An approximation of the derivative of the
image, in both X and Y directions is found by convoluting the image with two 3x3 kernels, one for
detecting horizontal edges and the other for vertical edges. These Kernels are shown in Figure 27.
1 0
𝐾𝑥 = 2 0
1 0
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−2
−1
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Figure 26: Kernels used in convolution [25]
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This process involves moving the kernels around the image, to all positions and multiplying each 3x3
square in the original image by each of the kernels. This will output two arrays, showing the derivative
of the image in both x and y directions: dx and dy. The magnitude of the edges is then calculated by
applying Equation 1 to each pixel on the image.

𝑚𝑎𝑔 = √𝑑𝑥 2 + 𝑑𝑦 2
Equation 1: Equation to determine the magnitude of the edges in an image [25]
The test image used to design this algorithm is shown in Figure 28.

Figure 27: Test image used for designing optical algorithm
The result of the edge detection is process is shown in Figure 29, where a threshold was used to identify
the strong edges in the image:
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Figure 28: Edge detection of test image
From the results of this process, it was clear that this approach could not be used to create a binary mask
for the target so another approach, using colour detection, was attempted.

5.2.2. Colour Detection
Another technique to create a binary mask of the target was to compare the image to of the target. Some
test images were gathered at close proximity to the sensor so that the target is bigger than the frame of
the image. One of these was chosen as being the sample image showing the colour of the target object.
An Eigen-Model was created using this sample image. This is where each pixel is plotted in 3D space,
one dimension for each of the R, G and B values of each pixel, and the spread across each of the
dimensions is calculated. This process is then also applied to the test image. The Mahalanobis distance
of each pixel in the test image to the Eigen-Model of the sample image is then calculated. This is where
the distance of each dimension is relative to the spread in the Eigen-Model of the sample image, thus
the dimensionality showing the most variance has greater effect on the distance calculated. The value
for each pixel is representative to its closeness to the colour of the sample image. A threshold is applied,
so only pixels which are closely matching to the sample image are included in the binary mask. The
output for this process as applied to the test image, Figure 28, is shown in Figure 30, where target pixels
are shown in white.
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Figure 29:The result of colour detection on test image
From this it was evident that using the colour detection technique did not create a binary mask that
clearly identified the target from its surroundings.
A number of attempts were made to improve the created binary mask. The best results were achieved
by using the low-resolution image set. A test image was chosen from this data set, this new test image
is shown in Figure 31. The low resolution blurred the image, so that its edges were less pronounced.
The colour detection technique was then combined with the edge detection technique as described in
Section 5.2.1., and applied to that image. A binary mask was created combining the outputs of both
processes with a logical ‘And’ operation. This image was then analysed further using the edge detection
technique once again, and a binary mask was created.
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Figure 30: Low resolution test image, used for creating optical algorithm
The binary mask created for this image is shown in Figure 32.

Figure 31: Binary mask created from the low-resolution test image
To remove the unwanted true values from this image, the largest connected component approach was
used. Code was written to find the largest chain of true values. After applying this to Figure 32, the
binary mask displayed in Figure 33 was created.
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Figure 32: Largest connected component in binary mask
From this binary image, it is evident that this approach still does not clearly identify the target from its
surroundings. However, it could be used to find an approximation of the dimensions of the target.
The height and width of true values were found, similar to the process in depth algorithm. The distance
to the target was then found by applying Equation 2.
𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑌 =

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 × 𝐹𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 ×𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠 ×𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑋 =

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ × 𝐹𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 ×𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠 ×𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒

Equation 2: Equations to determine the distance from optical image
The mean of the two values was then taken as the distance to the object.

5.2.3. Difficulties
The main problem with finding the target object, using an optical approach, is its similarity to the
surroundings. The target model being used was coated with foil so that it had similar optical
characteristics to the satellite. However, it also had similar characteristics to the lab. In terms of its RGB
values, silver is very similar to white, the most prevalent colour of the lab. In many of the tests there
was also a metallic frame behind the model, which is again similar to the model. However, in space the
target will be relatively unique when compared to its surroundings. To overcome this problem, it was
decided to make the target model unique when compared to its surroundings in the lab. This was
achieved by painting the model green, which is not a common colour within the lab. This simplified the
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process of creating a binary image for the model. A threshold was applied to the image so that only
pixels with RGB values similar to that of the target were set as true. The new test image, with the target
painted green, is displayed in Figure 34.

Figure 33: Test model coloured uniquely compared to lab environment
The binary mask created using a threshold on the colour values is shown in Figure 35.

Figure 34: Binary mask created from coloured target
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Outliers were removed using the largest connected component approach and the resulting image is
shown in Figure 36.

Figure 35: Largest connected component of coloured target binary mask
From this binary mask, a more accurate height and width value can be calculated.

5.3. Analysis of Optical Algorithm and its Limitations
This Section describes the tests performed on the algorithm to assess its accuracy in measuring range
and direction and to establish the frame rate.

5.3.1. Range Accuracy
To verify the accuracy of the optical algorithm, tests were carried out moving the target to different
known distances from the LIDAR and the algorithm was used to find the distance to the object. Due to
the target being coloured green at the end of the project, less data was gathered testing the functionality
of this algorithm due to timing constraints. For the following plot, the target was moved at 20 cm
intervals from the LIDAR up to 1m, and at 2m and 3m.
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Figure 36: The distance output from the depth algorithm
From the plot in Figure 37, it is observed that most of the results, at a distance below 1m, show the
measured distance, although there are also many outlying results, which are considerably different from
the measured distance. For example, one result was 9.4m when the measured distance was 3m. The
accuracy of this algorithm will need to be improved for it to be suitable for use on the AAReST mission.
The data for the test at 3m is not accurate. This is likely to be due to the distance causing the target to
appear too small, in terms of pixels, within the frame to calculate the distance to it. At this distance, a
change in the size of the image of a small number of pixels greatly affects the distance value output by
the algorithm.

5.3.2. Direction Accuracy
To test the accuracy of the location of the target found by the algorithm, tests were carried out, changing
the angle, horizontally and vertically, of the LIDAR relative to the target. These tests were completed
at four different distances from the LIDAR, to verify that the location determining functionality is
consistent for all distances. The distances used were 20 cm, 60 cm, 1 m, and 2 m. After completing the
tests, the direction to the object was measured by analysing the test images produced.
The plot shown in Figure 38 illustrates how the calculated output location compares to that of the
measured direction.
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Figure 37: The accuracy of the direction output from the optical algorithm

The data in Figure 38, shows that the direction output by the algorithm is accurate to that which was
measured with some differences. It was noticed that errors were present when the measured distance
was at 1 or -1. This is the direction when the target is at the edge of the image frame, and therefore no
longer fully in the field of view of the camera. It is therefore expected that errors would be present in
the results.
The test images used to display the results in Figure 38 were then examined and all images where the
target was going out of frame were removed. This information was plotted and is displayed in Figure
39.
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Figure 38: Cleaner output of direction output from the optical algorithm
The output location generated by the algorithm is observed to be more accurate without the test images,
where the target moves out of frame.
These results were then analysed further to find the effect of direction on the accuracy of the distance
value from the algorithm. The error in the distance value was calculated and was plotted against the
location value in both directions.

Figure 39: The effect of Direction on the depth output
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From the results shown in Figure 40, it can be seen that significant errors are present when the direction
to the target is that which shows the image out of frame. However, there is little effect on the error at
other positions. It should be noted that the lone points shown in the central portion of Figure 40 are
caused when only one X or Y is at 1 or -1 and the location of the central coordinate is plotted as well.

5.3.3. Frame Rate
The frame rate was calculated by running the algorithm on the optical frame for a specified number of
frames and finding the time, in seconds, taken for the tests to be completed. The algorithm was applied
on both a low-resolution image and a high-resolution image, to monitor how it affects the frame rate.
The results are shown in Table 5.
Table 5: The frame rate of the optical algorithm
Frames

Time (s)

Frame Rate (frames
per second)

Low-Resolution

Print to screen

201

7

28.7143

(120x160)

Print to file

201

7

28.7143

No print

201

7

28.7143

High Resolution

Print to screen

20

6

3.33333

(480x640)

Print to file

20

6

3.33333

No print

20

6

3.33333

The results, displayed in Table 5, show a rate of 28.7 frames per second, when applied to the lowresolution image. This is similar to the rate where no algorithm is applied, as shown in Table 1. This
shows that the algorithm is well optimised as the added running time, caused by the algorithm is low.
The results from the high-resolution image show the process running considerably slower than the lower
resolution image. When compared to the frame rate of producing a frame, while not using the algorithm,
there is a larger difference than when compared to the low-resolution image. This is due to the array
analysis used in the algorithm taking longer to analyse a larger array.

5.4. Summary
The laser within the LIDAR uses more power than the camera also built into the sensor. It also is not
appropriate for use the orientation of a target. Therefore, an algorithm has been created to find the range
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of a target, from an RGB image of the target, while knowing its dimensions. This created algorithm
follows the process shown in the flow diagram in Figure 41.

Figure 40: Optical algorithm flow diagram
This algorithm has been shown to work at a rate of 28.7 frames per second, for a low-resolution image.
This is greater than the target rate of 20 frames per second. This algorithm has been shown to be fairly
accurate, both in terms of finding the direction to a target, as well as the range to the target. Although it
is currently susceptible to large errors. At this resolution, the algorithm is mostly accurate, found to be
±20 cm, at distances below 1 m. At ranges farther that this, the size of the target as it appears in pixels
is too small for an accurate range value to be calculated, and a larger variation of results is acquired.
When comparing the results of the analysis for this algorithm to those of the depth algorithm described
in Section 4. It was found that the variation of the results in the depth algorithm was less and therefore,
the depth algorithm was more accurate. The depth algorithm also operates at a greater rate. However,
this optical algorithm is less sensitive to the orientation of the target, and readings can be taken for all
orientations. However, this algorithm is sensitive to the light conditions. Ergo, it is necessary for both
algorithms to be used in the final design.
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6. Orientation calculation
The previous Sections of this report show the methods used to determine the position and range to a
target object. The requirements of this project are, however, to also find the pose of the target object.
This Section describes the method used to add this functionality into the previously used optical
algorithm, as it has already been found that the depth data is affected by the orientation and therefore it
cannot be used to find the orientation.

6.1. Technique
To determine the orientation of the target, the ratio of the size of the difference in the X direction over
the size of the difference in the Y direction was taken. To convert this data into an angle describing the
Roll, Pitch and Yaw of the target, this value was compared to known data, relaying information about
the target’s dimensions, in a lookup table. The test model is cuboid in shape and therefore it has
symmetry. Hence, it would be unknown if the face being considered is its reverse, or its pitch reflection
of 180°. It was realised that, as a result of this symmetry, each of the eight corners of the cuboid would
share silhouettes. Each of the unique variations of the silhouettes could be considered by rotating each
direction from 0° to 90°.
To create the lookup table, a model of the target was created in MATLAB. This model was rotated from
0° to 90°, in intervals of 10°. This process was done for each direction so that all combinations of
different rotations were considered. For each of the rotations, the magnitude of the X and Y spread was
calculated and then the ratio of X:Y was calculated.
In order to recognise which face is being observed, there would have to be a unique identifier on each
face. One technique, to achieve such an identification is to apply glyphs to each face.

6.2. Accuracy Tests
To determine the accuracy of the orientation algorithm, the target was rotated. This meant that for each
of the frames recorded by the LIDAR the target was at a different orientation. The target was then
rotated by 90° so that it could be rotated around a different plane.
To analyse the results, the three values for the orientation were taken and applied to the model used to
create the lookup table. The orientation of the model was then visually compared to that of the target in
the image, which was saved for that orientation. If the orientations were the same, or a mirror image of
each other, the test was labelled as a success.
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Figure 41: The output orientation and its corresponding source image
The image on the right-hand side of Figure 42 shows the model reconstruction of the image based on
its orientation values output from the algorithm and the image on the left shows the original orientation.
The recreated image is close to a mirror of the original orientation in the Y plane. This is one of the
conditions of the algorithm in its current state, that the produced image will be one of eight possible
orientations. A mirror or a full rotation in either X or Y plane. Therefore, this reconstruction is
considered a success, in respect to the algorithm used. The full results are as tabulated in Table 6.
Table 6: The success rate of orientation finding algorithm
X rotation (°)

Y rotation (°)

Z rotation (°)

Success

40

50

10

TRUE

60

90

60

FALSE

80

90

10

TRUE

60

70

30

TRUE

70

60

70

TRUE

0

70

60

TRUE

10

70

70

TRUE

50

0

40

FALSE

30

50

80

FALSE

10

60

30

TRUE

30

80

40

TRUE

These initial tests show that the orientation has a success rate of 64%. It is evident that the algorithm
currently being used will need improving, not only in respect to its accuracy but also due to it only being
able to recognise the orientation as one of eight possible orientations.
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Further improvements can be made by using more points than the height and width to find the
orientation. However, this would also not be able to differentiate between opposite sides of the target.
It is therefore, necessary to use a glyph or another identification symbol to further understand the
orientation of the target. Work has commenced to use glyphs to further improve the accuracy of the
optical algorithm. However initial work has indicated that the produced image of the glyph used did not
have enough detail, while using the low-resolution mode of operation, to determine the orientation at
all distances used. This work is being continued in another project, contributing to the AAReST mission.
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7. Conclusion
In order to make conclusions concerning the success of this project, the results discussed in the
preceding Sections are highlighted. They are then to be compared to the aims and objectives stated at
the beginning of this report.
As work is continuing towards the AAReST mission it is important that future work commences with
an appropriate knowledge of the status of this project, and the suggested steps to complete the work
initiated within this project. Therefore, within the conclusion, there is a summary of the next steps that
need to be completed to improve or achieve the desired functionality.

7.1. Achievements
The principal aim of this project was to create a system which will output the range and pose of a target.
To accomplish this the SDK written by SoftKinetic was acquired and utilised, as this was more efficient
and accurate than the driver currently in use. Using this, two algorithms were developed to find the
range to a target, one using a depth map and the other using an RGB image. Both algorithms were
completed, albeit with varying limitations and accuracy. To find the pose of the target, extra
functionality was written into the optical algorithm, although this will need to be improved upon for use
on the AAReST mission.
It was found that the depth algorithm works at a rate of 40 frames per second and is accurate at a range,
closer than 1m. However, as the range increases to 2.8m, the accuracy decreases and beyond this
distance no value is output. The quality of this algorithm is, unfortunately, susceptible to the orientation
of the target. If the target has a face, plane to the sensor, then the results are shown to be of good quality.
However, if the faces are angled away from the sensor, depth data is not reflected to the sensor so these
faces are invisible to the sensor, with respect to the depth data. As a result, the pose information cannot
be obtained from the depth map.
The optical algorithm operates at a rate of 28.7 frames per second, while using the low-resolution mode
of operation. When using the high-resolution mode of operation this rate is severely reduced to 6 frames
per second. Using the low-resolution mode of operation, the results show a mostly accurate system, at
distances below 1m. However, these results, have been shown to also produce highly inaccurate results,
where the difference between the output value and the measured distance is more than 1m. This
algorithm is also highly sensitive to the light conditions present on the target.
The orientation algorithm, used as an addition to the optical algorithm, has been shown to be mostly
accurate with a success rate of 64%. However, this value will need to be improved for use on the
mission. The algorithm created for this, also has limitations i.e. the output a result can indicate one of
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eight possible poses, due to the symmetrical nature of the target. It is also limited to outputting rotation
values in intervals of 10°.

7.2. Objective Comparison
The following Section compares the objectives outline in Section 1.3. of this report, to the results
achieved. Each objective is analysed individually against the results achieved.

7.2.1. Improve Frame Rate of Original Design
One of the objectives of this project was to improve the frame rate of getting the depth data from the
system. In the previous system, using the original driver, the frame rate of the algorithm was measured
at 16 frames per second.
This requirement was reached by both the optical and the depth algorithms, where the frame rates were
measured at 28 and 40 frames per second respectively. The frame rate for the depth algorithm exceeded
this objective, doubling the targeted frame rate.

7.2.2. Ensure Functionality of System at Close Proximity
With the implementation of the DepthSense SDK, depth data was then available at close distances, from
10 cm. Results from analysing the algorithm have shown accurate readings at distances as close as
10 cm, however at distances closer than this data is not available from the sensor.
The optical algorithm works at distances as close as 20 cm. Tests closer than this show a frame where
the borders of the target are no longer within the frame of the image and therefore are not accurate.
The previously built system did not have the capability of measuring range at distances of closer than
30 cm. Both algorithms produced in this project have improved upon this.

7.2.3. Improve Accuracy of System
The accuracy of the system was desired to be within an accuracy of ± 10cm. When considering the
depth algorithm this level of accuracy has been achieved at distances closer than 1m. This is the primary
range of function of the LIDAR within the AAReST mission. The accuracy at distances of between
1 m to 3 m is shown to be greater than ±10 cm. However, the accuracy of the range at these distances
is less crucial for the operation of the mission.
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The optical algorithm, does not currently work with an accuracy of ±10 cm. At ranges below 1m the
accuracy has been shown to be ± 20 cm and at farther ranges the accuracy deteriorates. It is likely that
an image of a higher resolution would produce results of a higher accuracy, although this remains
untested.
The accuracy has been improved to that of ± 10 cm, however, only when using depth data rather than
the optical data.

7.2.4. Implement a Low-Power Mode
Code has been written to use the functionality of the RGB camera built into the DepthSense325 as a
method of getting the range and pose information. This has been shown to have a lower power
consumption, as the laser is not being used. The results have shown this method to be functional,
however there are currently limitations in terms of accuracy and the usable range of this method, which
will require use of the laser, and the depth map data.

7.3. Future Work
The following improvements are suggestions to be undertaken by future developers of this system for
the AAReST mission. The optical algorithm is in need of improvements in order for it to be suitable for
use in the mission. This algorithm is currently not as accurate as is desired. Included in this Section, are
some suggestions for improvements to the orientation algorithm which has been developed within this
project.

7.3.1. Improvements to Optical Algorithm
Due to the target being converted to a unique colour, relative to its surroundings, towards the end of
this project, not as much optical data was gathered for the target in its final state. Therefore, it is
suggested that more tests should be carried out, with the goal to further assess the performance of the
algorithm. For example, when determining the accuracy of the range, readings were only taken every
20 cm. This interval would ideally be reduced; however, this was not accomplished due to time
constraints.
The results of the performed tests show that one of the limitations of the optical algorithm in its current
state are the inaccuracies within the results. For many of the tests undertaken, the results were accurate
to the measured value. A suggestion to increase the accuracy of the readings is to compare the output
value to the previously acquired value
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Tests should be considered to assess the accuracy of the high-resolution mode of operation. Even though
the frame rate at this resolution is low, these tests could show an increased accuracy when compared to
that of the low-resolution mode. Built into the SDK is the option for using other resolutions. Finding
the relationship between the resolution, frame rate and accuracy could lead to an optimal solution.

7.3.2. Improvements to Orientation Algorithm
The current method of finding the pose of the target uses only the ratio for the height and width of the
target in pixels. This algorithm can be improved by comparing more points. Some code could be written
to find the corners of the target, and determine the orientation from these values. However, to fully
determine the pose in the range of 0-360° for all axes an identifying characteristic will need to be present
on identical sides, such as the use of glyphs.
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Appendix A- Table of costs
Part

Cost (£) Inc. VAT.

Raspberry Pi

33.10

DepthSense 525

123.55*

Battery

23.99

Total

180.64

*The camera costs $129 exc VAT. £123.55 is converted at the exchange rate when the product was bought and including VAT.

Appendix B – Depth Algorithm MATLAB Code
function [test,out]=DepthFind(A)
[right,left,bottom,top]=deal(0);
out=zeros(3,1);
B=(A>0);
for i=1:1
test=erode(B);
end;
for i=1:1
test=dilate(test);
end;
tomsize=size(A);
for i=1:240
if max(test(i,:))==1
top=i;
break;
end;
end;
for j=1:320
if max(test(:,j))==1
left=j;
break;
end;
end;
for i=1:239
if max(test(240-i,:))==1
bottom=240-i;
break;
end;
end;
for j=1:319
if max(test(:,320-j))==1
right=320-j;
break;
end;
end;
out(1)=floor((top+bottom)/2); %centreY
out(2)=floor((left+right)/2); %centreX
out(3)=A(out(1),out(2));
if (out(1)==0)|| (out(2)==0)
return;
end;
if out(3)==0
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for i=1:tomsize(2)
if A(out(1)+i,out(2)+i)~=0
out(3)=A(out(1)+i,out(2)+i);
break;
elseif A(out(1)+i,out(2))~=0
out(3)=A(out(1)+i,out(2));
break;
elseif A(out(1)+i,out(2)-i)~=0
out(3)=A(out(1)+i,out(2)-i);
break;
elseif A(out(1),out(2)+i)~=0
out(3)=A(out(1),out(2)+i);
break;
elseif A(out(1),out(2)-i)~=0
out(3)=A(out(1),out(2)-i);
break;
elseif A(out(1)-i,out(2)+i)~=0
out(3)=A(out(1)-i,out(2)+i);
break;
elseif A(out(1)-i,out(2))~=0
out(3)=A(out(1)-i,out(2));
break;
elseif A(out(1)-i,out(2)-i)~=0
out(3)=A(out(1)-i,out(2)-i);
break;
end;
end;
end;
return;

Appendix B.1. Erode MATLAB CODE
function imgerode=erode(img)
imgsize=size(img);
imgerode=zeros(imgsize(1),imgsize(2));
for i=1:imgsize(1)
for j=1:imgsize(2)
if i==1 && j==1
if (img(i+1,j)==0) || (img(i,j+1)==0)
imgerode(i,j)=0;
else
imgerode(i,j)=1;
end
elseif i==1 && j<imgsize(2)
if (img(i+1,j)==0) || (img(i,j+1)==0)
||(img(i,j)==0)
imgerode(i,j)=0;
else
imgerode(i,j)=1;
end
elseif j==1 && i<imgsize(1)
if (img(i+1,j)==0) || (img(i,j+1)==0)
(img(i,j)==0)
imgerode(i,j)=0;
else
imgerode(i,j)=1;
end
elseif i==imgsize(1) && j==1
if (img(i-1,j)==0) || (img(i,j+1)==0)
imgerode(i,j)=0;

|| (img(i,j)==0)

||img(i,j-1)==0

||img(i-1,j)==0||

||(img(i,j)==0)
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else
imgerode(i,j)=1;
end
elseif j==imgsize(2) && i==1
if (img(i+1,j)==0) || (img(i,j-1)==0)
imgerode(i,j)=0;
else
imgerode(i,j)=1;
end
elseif i==imgsize(1) && j==imgsize(2)
if (img(i-1,j)==0) || (img(i,j-1)==0)
imgerode(i,j)=0;
else
imgerode(i,j)=1;
end
elseif i==imgsize(1)
if (img(i-1,j)==0) || (img(i,j+1)==0)
||(img(i,j)==0)
imgerode(i,j)=0;
else
imgerode(i,j)=1;
end
elseif j==imgsize(2)
if (img(i+1,j)==0) || (img(i,j-1)==0)
(img(i,j)==0)
imgerode(i,j)=0;
else
imgerode(i,j)=1;
end
else
if (img(i+1,j)==0) || (img(i,j+1)==0)
1)==0|| (img(i,j)==0)
imgerode(i,j)=0;
else
imgerode(i,j)=1;
end
end
end;
end;

|| (img(i,j)==0)

|| (img(i,j)==0)

||img(i,j-1)==0

||img(i-1,j)==0||

||img(i-1,j)==0||img(i,j-

Appendix B.2. Dilate MATLAB CODE
function imgdilate=dilate(img)
imgsize=size(img);
imgdilate=zeros(imgsize(1),imgsize(2));
for i=1:imgsize(1)
for j=1:imgsize(2)
if i==1 && j==1
if (img(i+1,j)~=0) || (img(i,j+1)~=0) || (img(i,j)~=0)
imgdilate(i,j)=1;
else
imgdilate(i,j)=0;
end
elseif i==1 && j<imgsize(2)
if (img(i+1,j)~=0) || (img(i,j+1)~=0) ||img(i,j-1)~=0
||(img(i,j)~=0)
imgdilate(i,j)=1;
else
imgdilate(i,j)=0;
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end
elseif j==1 && i<imgsize(1)
if (img(i+1,j)~=0) || (img(i,j+1)~=0)
(img(i,j)~=0)
imgdilate(i,j)=1;
else
imgdilate(i,j)=0;
end
elseif i==imgsize(1) && j==1
if (img(i-1,j)~=0) || (img(i,j+1)~=0)
imgdilate(i,j)=1;
else
imgdilate(i,j)=0;
end
elseif j==imgsize(2) && i==1
if (img(i+1,j)~=0) || (img(i,j-1)~=0)
imgdilate(i,j)=1;
else
imgdilate(i,j)=0;
end
elseif i==imgsize(1) && j==imgsize(2)
if (img(i-1,j)~=0) || (img(i,j-1)~=0)
imgdilate(i,j)=1;
else
imgdilate(i,j)=0;
end
elseif i==imgsize(1)
if (img(i-1,j)~=0) || (img(i,j+1)~=0)
||(img(i,j)~=0)
imgdilate(i,j)=1;
else
imgdilate(i,j)=0;
end
elseif j==imgsize(2)
if (img(i+1,j)~=0) || (img(i,j-1)~=0)
(img(i,j)~=0)
imgdilate(i,j)=1;
else
imgdilate(i,j)=0;
end
else
if (img(i+1,j)~=0) || (img(i,j+1)~=0)
1)~=0|| (img(i,j)~=0)
imgdilate(i,j)=1;
else
imgdilate(i,j)=0;
end
end
end;
end;

||img(i-1,j)~=0||

||(img(i,j)~=0)

|| (img(i,j)~=0)

|| (img(i,j)~=0)

||img(i,j-1)~=0

||img(i-1,j)~=0||

||img(i-1,j)~=0||img(i,j-

Appendix C – Colour Algorithm MATLAB Code
function [newimg,out]=imageFind(B)
[right,left,bottom,top]=deal(0);
out=zeros(6,1);
test=B./255;
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greentest=(B(:,:,1)<50)&B(:,:,2)>40&(B(:,:,3)<50);
imgsize=size(test);
newimg=connected(greentest);
for i=1:imgsize(1)
if max(newimg(i,:))==1
[~,y]=ind2sub(size(newimg(i,:)),find(newimg(i,:)==1));
top=[floor((min(y)+max(y))/2),i];
break;
end;
end;
for j=1:imgsize(2)
if max(newimg(:,j))==1
[x,~]=ind2sub(size(newimg(:,j)),find(newimg(:,j)==1));
left=[j,floor((min(x)+max(x))/2)];
%leftother=[j,max(x)];
break;
end;
end;
for i=1:imgsize(1)
if max(newimg(imgsize(1)-i+1,:))==1
[~,y]=ind2sub(size(newimg(imgsize(1)-i,:)),find(newimg(imgsize(1)i,:)==1));
bottom=[floor((max(y)+min(y))/2),imgsize(1)-i+1];
break;
end;
end;
for j=1:imgsize(2)
if max(newimg(:,imgsize(2)-j+1))==1
[x,~]=ind2sub(size(newimg(:,imgsize(2)j)),find(newimg(:,imgsize(2)-j)==1));
right=[imgsize(2)-j+1,floor((max(x)+min(x))/2)];
break;
end;
end;
sizeX=right(1)-left(1);
sizeY=bottom(2)-top(2);
ratio=sizeX/sizeY; %The ratio is used to determine the orientation of the
box
out(1)=floor((left(1)+right(1))/2);%CentreX
out(2)=floor((top(2)+bottom(2))/2);%CentreY
[xRot, yRot, zRot, realXsize, realYsize]=lookup(ratio);
dstX=(realXsize*180)/((155*sizeY)/imgsize(1));%Distance(from X values)
dstY=(realYsize*180)/((375*sizeX)/imgsize(2));%Distance(from Y values)
out(3)=(dstX+dstY)/2;
out(4)=xRot;
out(5)=yRot;
out(6)=zRot;
return;

Appendix C.1. Connected Components Code
function [CC]=connected(a)
tomsize=size(a);
temp=zeros(tomsize(1),tomsize(2));
k=0;
CC=zeros(tomsize(1),tomsize(2));
numpixels=0;
for i=1:tomsize(1)
for j=1:tomsize(2)
if a(i,j)==1 && temp(i,j)==0
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k=k+1;
component=zeros(tomsize(1),tomsize(2));
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(i,j,a,component,temp,1,k);
if count>numpixels
CC=component;
numpixels=count;
end;
end;
end;
end;
function [component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x,y,a,component,temp,count,k)
tomsize=size(a);
if temp(x,y)>0
return;
end;
temp(x,y)=k;
component(x,y)=1;
if x==1 && y==1
if a(x,y+1)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x,y+1,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
if a(x+1,y)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x+1,y,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
elseif x==1 && y==tomsize(2)
if a(x+1,y)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x+1,y,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
if a(x,y-1)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x,y1,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
elseif x==tomsize(1) && y==1
if a(x-1,y)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x1,y,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
if a(x,y+1)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x,y+1,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
elseif x==tomsize(1) && y==tomsize(2)
if a(x-1,y)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x1,y,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
if a(x,y-1)==1
count=count+1;
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[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x,y1,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
elseif y==1
if a(x-1,y)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x1,y,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
if a(x,y+1)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x,y+1,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
if a(x+1,y)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x+1,y,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
elseif x==1
if a(x,y+1)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x,y+1,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
if a(x+1,y)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x+1,y,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
if a(x,y-1)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x,y1,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
elseif y==tomsize(2)
if a(x-1,y)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x1,y,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
if a(x+1,y)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x+1,y,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
if a(x,y-1)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x,y1,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
elseif x==tomsize(1)
if a(x-1,y)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x1,y,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
if a(x,y+1)==1
count=count+1;
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[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x,y+1,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
if a(x,y-1)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x,y1,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
else
if a(x-1,y)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x1,y,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
if a(x,y+1)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x,y+1,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
if a(x+1,y)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x+1,y,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
if a(x,y-1)==1
count=count+1;
[component,temp,count]=numcomponents(x,y1,a,component,temp,count,k);
end
end;
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Appendix D – C++ Code for Reading LIDAR
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
// SoftKinetic DepthSense SDK
//
// COPYRIGHT AND CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - SOFTKINETIC CONFIDENTIAL
// INFORMATION
//
// All rights reserved to SOFTKINETIC SENSORS NV (a
// company incorporated and existing under the laws of Belgium, with
// its principal place of business at Boulevard de la Plainelaan 15,
// 1050 Brussels (Belgium), registered with the Crossroads bank for
// enterprises under company number 0811 341 454 - "Softkinetic
// Sensors").
//
// The source code of the SoftKinetic DepthSense Camera Drivers is
// proprietary and confidential information of Softkinetic Sensors NV.
//
// For any question about terms and conditions, please contact:
// info@softkinetic.com Copyright (c) 2002-2012 Softkinetic Sensors NV
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////
//
g++
test.cpp
`pkg-config
--cflags
opencv
--libs
opencv`
-I
'/opt/softkinetic/DepthSenseSDK/include'
-L
'/opt/softkinetic/DepthSenseSDK/lib'
-lturbojpeg
-lDepthSensePlugins
lDepthSense -o test
#ifdef _MSC_VER
#include <windows.h>
#include <time.h>
#endif
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<iostream>
<stdio.h>
<time.h>
<array>
<vector>
<exception>

#include "depth.h"
#include "cv.h"
#include "highgui.h"
#include <DepthSense.hxx>
using namespace DepthSense;
using namespace std;
bool initframes = true;

//Set until real frames of data are detected.

bool convert=false;
bool depth=false;
bool colour=false;
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bool timing=false;
double
double
double
double

depthframe[76800] = {0};
depthframenew[76800] = {0};
imageframe[57600]={0};//160x120x3=57600
imageframenew[57600]={0};

int stopvalue=20;

// Open CV vars
IplImage
*g_depthImage=NULL,
*g_videoImage=NULL; // initialized in main, used in CBs
CvSize
g_szDepth=cvSize(160,120), // QQVGA
g_szVideo=cvSize(1024,768); //XGA

bool g_saveImageFlag=false, g_saveDepthFlag=false;
Context g_context;
DepthNode g_dnode;
ColorNode g_cnode;
AudioNode g_anode;
uint32_t g_aFrames = 0;
uint32_t g_cFrames = 0;
uint32_t g_dFrames = 0;
clock_t g_fTime;
bool g_bDeviceFound = false;
ProjectionHelper* g_pProjHelper = NULL;
StereoCameraParameters g_scp;

// From SoftKinetic
// convert a YUY2 image to RGB
void yuy2rgb(unsigned char *dst, const unsigned char *src, const int width,
const int height) {
int x, y;
const int width2 = width * 2;
const int width4 = width * 3;
const unsigned char *src1 = src;
unsigned char *dst1 = dst;
//std::array,double,3> out={0};
//double* out;
//out=new double(3){0};
int count(0);
double out[6]{0};
for (y=0; y<height; y++) {
for (x=0; x<width; x+=2) {
int x2=x*2;
int y1 = src1[x2 ];
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int
int
int
int
int
int

y2 = src1[x2+2];
u = src1[x2+1] - 128;
v = src1[x2+3] -128;
uvr = ( 15748 * v) / 10000;
uvg = (-1873 * u - 4681 * v) / 10000;
uvb = (18556 * u ) / 10000;

int
int
int
int
int
int
int

x4=x*3;
r1 = y1
r2 = y2
g1 = y1
g2 = y2
b1 = y1
b2 = y2

dst1[x4+0] =
dst1[x4+1] =
dst1[x4+2] =
//dst1[x4+3]

+
+
+
+
+
+

uvr;
uvr;
uvg;
uvg;
uvb;
uvb;
(b1 > 255) ? 255 : ((b1 < 0) ? 0 : b1);
(g1 > 255) ? 255 : ((g1 < 0) ? 0 : g1);
(r1 > 255) ? 255 : ((r1 < 0) ? 0 : r1);
= 255;

dst1[x4+3] = (b2 > 255) ? 255 : ((b2 < 0) ? 0 : b2);
dst1[x4+4] = (g2 > 255) ? 255 : ((g2 < 0) ? 0 : g2);
dst1[x4+5] = (r2 > 255) ? 255 : ((r2 < 0) ? 0 : r2);
imageframe[count]=b1;
imageframe[count+1]=g1;
imageframe[count+2]=r1;
imageframe[count+3]=b2;
imageframe[count+4]=g2;
imageframe[count+5]=r2;
if (convert==false)
{
//fprintf(stderr,
"%i,%i,%i,%d,%d,%d,%i,\n",g_cFrames,
y,
imageframe[count],imageframe[count+1],imageframe[count+2],count);

x,

std::cerr<<g_cFrames<<','<<y<<','<<x<<','<<imageframe[count]<<','<<im
ageframe[count+1]<<','<<imageframe[count+2]<<','<<count<<std::endl;
std::cerr<<g_cFrames<<','<<y<<','<<x+1<<','<<imageframe[count+3]<<','
<<imageframe[count+4]<<','<<imageframe[count+5]<<','<<count<<std::endl;
//fprintf(stderr,
"%i,%i,%i,%i,%i,%i,%i,\n",g_cFrames,
y,
x+1,
imageframe[count+3],imageframe[count+4],imageframe[count+5],count);
}
count=count+6;
}
src1 += width2;
dst1 += width4;
}
for (int i(0);i<120;i++)
{
for (int j(0); j<160;j++)
{
for (int k(0); k<3;k++)
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imageframenew[i+120*j+120*160*k]=imageframe[i*3+
3*160*j+k];
}
}
if (convert==true)
{
imageFind(imageframenew,out);
//printf("Optic:%d, %d, %d \n",out[0],out[1],out[2]);
std::cerr<<out[0]<<','<<out[1]<<','<<out[2]<<','<<out[3]<<','<<out[4]
<<','<<out[5]<<','<<std::endl;
}
}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
// New audio sample event handler
void onNewAudioSample(AudioNode node, AudioNode::NewSampleReceivedData data)
{
}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
// New color sample event handler
/* Comments from SoftKinetic
From data you can get
::DepthSense::Pointer< uint8_t > colorMap
The color map. If captureConfiguration::compression is
DepthSense::COMPRESSION_TYPE_MJPEG, the output format is BGR, otherwise
the output format is YUY2.
*/
void onNewColorSample(ColorNode node, ColorNode::NewSampleReceivedData data)
{
//printf("C#%u: %d\n",g_cFrames,data.colorMap.size());
int32_t w, h;
FrameFormat_toResolution(data.captureConfiguration.frameFormat,&w,&h)
;
yuy2rgb((unsigned char *)g_videoImage->imageData,data.colorMap,w,h);
//printf("colour:%i,%i,%i\n",g_cFrames++,w,h);
g_cFrames++;
if (convert==false)
stopvalue=5;
if (g_dFrames >= stopvalue ||g_cFrames>=stopvalue)
//printf("Quitting main loop after MAX frames\n");
g_context.quit();

}
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/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
// New depth sample event handler
/* From SoftKinetic
::DepthSense::Pointer< int16_t > depthMap
The depth map in fixed point format. This map represents the cartesian depth
of each
pixel, expressed in millimeters. Valid values lies in the range [0 - 31999].
Saturated
pixels are given the special value 32002.
• ::DepthSense::Pointer< float > depthMapFloatingPoint
The depth map in floating point format. This map represents the cartesian
depth of
each pixel, expressed in meters. Saturated pixels are given the special value
-2.0.
*/
void onNewDepthSample(DepthNode node, DepthNode::NewSampleReceivedData data)
{
//printf("Z#%u: %d\n",g_dFrames,data.vertices.size());
//printf("Tom, it got here!\n");
int32_t w, h;
double depthout[4]{0};
FrameFormat_toResolution(data.captureConfiguration.frameFormat,&w,&h)
;
//printf("Tom, it got here!\n");
int count=0; // DS data index
if (data.depthMapFloatingPoint!=0){// just in case !
//printf("Tom, it got here!\n");
for (int i=0; i<h; i++)
for (int j=0; j<w; j++) {
// some arbitrary scaling to make this visible
float val = data.depthMapFloatingPoint[count++];
//if
(!g_saveImageFlag
&&
!g_saveDepthFlag)
val*=150;
if (val<0) val=255; // catch the saturated points
if (val>0 && val<100)
depthframe[count-1]=val;
else
depthframe[count-1]=0;
//cvSet2D(g_depthImage,i,j,cvScalar(val));
if (convert==false)
//printf("%i,%i,%i,%f,%i\n",g_dFrames,i,j,depthframe[count-1],count1);
std::cout<<g_dFrames<<','<<i<<','<<j<<','<<depthframe[count1]<<','<<count-1<<','<<std::endl;
}
}
for (int x(0);x<320;x++)
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{
for (int y(0); y<240;y++)
{
depthframenew[y + 240 * x]=depthframe[x+320*y];
}
}
if (convert==true)
{
DepthFind(depthframenew, depthout);
std::cout<<depthout[0]<<','<<depthout[1]<<','<<depthout[2]<<','<<dept
hout[3]<<','<<std::endl;
}
g_dFrames++;
//fprintf(stderr,"Frame:%i\n",g_dFrames);
// Quit the main loop after 200 depth frames received
if (convert==false)
stopvalue=5;
if (g_dFrames >= stopvalue ||g_cFrames>=stopvalue) {
//printf("Quitting main loop after MAX frames\n");
g_context.quit();
}
}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void configureAudioNode()
{
}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void configureDepthNode()
{
g_dnode.newSampleReceivedEvent().connect(&onNewDepthSample);
DepthNode::Configuration config = g_dnode.getConfiguration();
config.frameFormat = FRAME_FORMAT_QVGA;
config.framerate = 60;
config.mode
=
DepthNode::CAMERA_MODE_CLOSE_MODE;
//CAMERA_MODE_LONG_RANGE
config.saturation = true;
// g_dnode.setEnableVertices(true);
g_dnode.setEnableDepthMapFloatingPoint(true);

try
{
g_context.requestControl(g_dnode,0);
g_dnode.setConfiguration(config);
}
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catch (ArgumentException& e)
{
//printf("DEPTH Argument Exception: %s\n",e.what());
}
catch (UnauthorizedAccessException& e)
{
printf("DEPTH Unauthorized Access Exception: %s\n",e.what());
}
catch (IOException& e)
{
printf("DEPTH IO Exception: %s\n",e.what());
}
catch (InvalidOperationException& e)
{
printf("DEPTH Invalid Operation Exception: %s\n",e.what());
}
catch (ConfigurationException& e)
{
printf("DEPTH Configuration Exception: %s\n",e.what());
}
catch (StreamingException& e)
{
printf("DEPTH Streaming Exception: %s\n",e.what());
}
catch (TimeoutException&)
{
printf("DEPTH TimeoutException\n");
}
}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void configureColorNode()
{
// connect new color sample handler
g_cnode.newSampleReceivedEvent().connect(&onNewColorSample);
ColorNode::Configuration config = g_cnode.getConfiguration();

config.frameFormat = FRAME_FORMAT_QQVGA;
//config.compression = COMPRESSION_TYPE_MJPEG;
//config.powerLineFrequency = POWER_LINE_FREQUENCY_50HZ;
//config.framerate = 25;
g_cnode.setEnableColorMap(true);

try
{
g_context.requestControl(g_cnode,0);
g_cnode.setConfiguration(config);
}
catch (ArgumentException& e)
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{
//printf("COLOR Argument Exception: %s\n",e.what());
}
catch (UnauthorizedAccessException& e)
{
printf("COLOR Unauthorized Access Exception: %s\n",e.what());
}
catch (IOException& e)
{
printf("COLOR IO Exception: %s\n",e.what());
}
catch (InvalidOperationException& e)
{
printf("COLOR Invalid Operation Exception: %s\n",e.what());
}
catch (ConfigurationException& e)
{
printf("COLOR Configuration Exception: %s\n",e.what());
}
catch (StreamingException& e)
{
printf("COLOR Streaming Exception: %s\n",e.what());
}
catch (TimeoutException&)
{
printf("COLOR TimeoutException\n");
}
}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void configureNode(Node node)
{
if (colour==false){
if ((node.is<DepthNode>())&&(!g_dnode.isSet()))
{
g_dnode = node.as<DepthNode>();
configureDepthNode();
g_context.registerNode(node);
}
}
if(depth==false){
if ((node.is<ColorNode>())&&(!g_cnode.isSet()))
{
g_cnode = node.as<ColorNode>();
configureColorNode();
g_context.registerNode(node);
}
}
/*

if ((node.is<AudioNode>())&&(!g_anode.isSet()))
{
g_anode = node.as<AudioNode>();
configureAudioNode();
g_context.registerNode(node);
}*/
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}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void onNodeConnected(Device device, Device::NodeAddedData data)
{
configureNode(data.node);
}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void onNodeDisconnected(Device device, Device::NodeRemovedData data)
{
if
(data.node.is<AudioNode>()
&&
(data.node.as<AudioNode>()
==
g_anode))
g_anode.unset();
if
(data.node.is<ColorNode>()
&&
(data.node.as<ColorNode>()
==
g_cnode))
g_cnode.unset();
if
(data.node.is<DepthNode>()
&&
(data.node.as<DepthNode>()
==
g_dnode))
g_dnode.unset();
printf("Node disconnected\n");
}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void onDeviceConnected(Context context, Context::DeviceAddedData data)
{
if (!g_bDeviceFound)
{
data.device.nodeAddedEvent().connect(&onNodeConnected);
data.device.nodeRemovedEvent().connect(&onNodeDisconnected);
g_bDeviceFound = true;
}
}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void onDeviceDisconnected(Context context, Context::DeviceRemovedData data)
{
g_bDeviceFound = false;
printf("Device disconnected\n");
}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
int main(int argc, char* argv[])
{
time_t start, end;
if (argc > 1) {
int h;
for (h=1; h < argc; h +=1) {
if (!strcmp(argv[h],"convert")) {convert = true;}
if (!strcmp(argv[h],"depth")) {depth = true;}
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if (!strcmp(argv[h],"colour")) {colour = true;}
if (!strcmp(argv[h],"timing")) {timing = true;}
}
}
g_context = Context::createStandalone();
g_context.deviceAddedEvent().connect(&onDeviceConnected);
g_context.deviceRemovedEvent().connect(&onDeviceDisconnected);

vector<Device> da = g_context.getDevices();
// We are only interested in the first device
if (da.size() >= 1)
{
g_bDeviceFound = true;
da[0].nodeAddedEvent().connect(&onNodeConnected);
da[0].nodeRemovedEvent().connect(&onNodeDisconnected);
vector<Node> na = da[0].getNodes();
for (int n = 0; n < (int)na.size();n++)
configureNode(na[n]);
}

g_videoImage=cvCreateImage(g_szVideo,IPL_DEPTH_8U,3);
g_depthImage=cvCreateImage(g_szDepth,IPL_DEPTH_8U,1);
g_context.startNodes();
start=time (NULL);
g_context.run();

g_context.stopNodes();
end=time(NULL);
if (timing==true&&colour==false)
std::cout<<"Frames:"<<end<<','<<start<<','<<endstart<<','<<g_dFrames<<','<<(double)g_dFrames/(end-start)<<std::endl;
if (timing==true&&colour==true)
std::cout<<"Frames:"<<end<<','<<start<<','<<endstart<<','<<g_cFrames<<','<<(double)g_cFrames/(end-start)<<std::endl;
if (g_cnode.isSet())
g_context.unregisterNode(g_cnode);
if (g_dnode.isSet())
g_context.unregisterNode(g_dnode);
if (g_anode.isSet())
g_context.unregisterNode(g_anode);
if (g_pProjHelper)
delete g_pProjHelper;

return 0;
}
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